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ABSTRACT

Decuplet quarks (quens) transforming as 10's under SU(3)C are shown
to be superior to sextet quarks (quixes) in their ability to resolve the Strong
CP problem, resulting in composite invisible axions (CIAs).

Exotic quarks, transforming in representations of SU(Z)C other than the fundamen-
tal one, were shown by Marciano1 to be as effective as techniquarks, transforming in a
fundamental representation of some techni-group, in realizing dynamical symmetry break-
ing of electroweak gauge symmetry. Marciano1 calculated the scale /iR at which the
SU(NR)L x SU{NR)R x U(1)L x U{1)R chiral symmetry in the R-sector of QCD (recov-
ered accidentally in the limit where all electroweak couplings are turned off) is broken
down to SU(NR)R_itotpinx U{l)R_baTyon:^. (NR being the number of flavors transforming
as an R of SU(3)C). It is related to the scale fiz, at which chiral symmetry breaking
takes place in the triplet quark sector of QCD, by the approximate renormalization group
relation1

which shows clearly that for a representation R with a large enough quadratic Casimir
Ci (R), one can hope to achieve an exponential separation of chiral symmetry breaking
scales from within QCD itself without having to invoke the existence of an extraneous
technicolor clone.

Unfortunately, the attempt1 to use two flavors of sextet quarks (quixes)2 to break
electroweak symmetry appears to be doomed3 because it seems to predict the existence
of a Weinberg-Wilczek visible axion4 (ma ~ lOOkeV). Essentially, this unhappy state of
affairs comes about because the Old U(l) problem again rears its ugly head. There are two
U{l)A axial symmetries in the cliiral limit, one in the quark sector and the other in the
quix sector. Only one linear combination of the corresponding axial currents j * still has
an axial U(l) QCD anomaly, with a divergence proportional to e^^F^F^ [a=1,..., 8),
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and can therefore be 't Hooftized* with the "symmetry broken" in the presence of QCD
instantons without generating a Goldstone boson. The other orthogonal linear combination
of quark and quix axial currents has no axial f/(l) QCD anomaly and therefore cannot
be 't Hooftized, meaning that when the chiral symmetries are finally broken there will
necessarily be an extra flavor-singlet pseudoscalar pseudo-Goldstone boson, like the r\, in
the observable spectrum. Since the scale (i§ associated with the breaking of the quixotic
chiral symmetries is naturally the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking (which is why
quixes were introduced in the first place!), the quixotic rj (predominantly a quix-antiquix
bound state) is really nothing other than a Weinberg-Wilczek composite visible axion.3'4

Recently, it has been noted that one can invisiblize this would-be visible axion6 by
introducing a massless electroweak singlet decuplet quark (quen) instead of any chiral
quixes. One abandons thereby any quixotic hope of dynamically understanding electroweak
symmetry breaking, which is presumed to be canonically broken by a lone complex Higgs
doublet according to the Standard Dogma. What one gains is a dynamical realization
of a Peccei-Quinn resolution of the Strong CP problem7 that is more economical than
Kim's axicolor scheme8 in the same way that Marciano's quixotic mechanism is more
economical than any technicolor alternative. However, the "quen's gambit" of Ref. 6
is still phenomenologically viable because, as can be seen from Eq. ( l ) , /*io > /*e and
the quentic 77 is therefore truly a composite invisible axion (CIA) candidate with mass
m»j/CM w jT* where F is the analog in the quentic sector of the pion decay constant /»
(we have assumed -F7/V — Mio//*3 up to factors of order unity), and with a coupling to light
quarks that is proportional to the light quark mass and inversely proportional to F, hence
safely invisibilized.

The only major drawback in this "quen's gambit" approach to solving the Strong CP
problem is that asymptotic freedom is lost at one-loop when quens start contributing to the
QCD /? function, each flavor of quen acting like fifteen flavors of quark. This happens only
above //io~lO1 2GeV because the quen gets a considerable dynamical mass. Nevertheless,
with quen's, QCD can solve its own Strong CP problem.
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